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McAuliffe sways left and right on coal 

Editor, Times-Dispatch: 

Several Virginia cities recently hosted the odd couple of gubernatorial hopeful Terry McAuliffe 

and climate-change celebrity Michael Mann. In Charlottesville, Mann proclaimed, “(AG 

Cuccinelli) thinks that climate change is a hoax.” No informed person claims climate change a 

hoax because it is the normal and natural history of the Earth over all geologic time spans. 

After all Mann’s legal travails, McAuliffe surely knows that Cuccinelli’s legal process was 

based on Mann’s contested climate data analysis techniques, and conclusions derived from 

statistical analysis of tree growth-ring variations --- and not on “constraints based on a 

politician’s personal beliefs.”• 

Google links “Mann” with “the hockey stick,” “hide-the-decline”• and “Climategate.”• The 

ill-defined “climate change” obscures the true scientific goal of identifying and quantifying 

human vs. natural contributions to climate variability. All-encompassing “climate change”• 

replaced “global warming”• once the actual record of global temperature inconveniently 

plateaued. The past 16 years of global temperature records show no increase, even as 

atmospheric carbon dioxide rose 10 percent, thus breaking the claimed fossil-fuel causation. 

McAuliffe charges: “When science doesn’t agree with what the attorney general wants, he went 

and sued them.”• HemoSonics’ president, William Walker, commented: “Scientists need the 

chance to work without political interference. The scientific community needs to be safe from 

political attack.”• 

McAuliffe continues in the tradition of “I was against it before I was for it.”• At Virginia-based 

Alpha Natural Resources, he talked to the company about what needs to be done “to make sure 

we have a healthy workforce of coal,  that coal can continue.”• Yet, in 2009, McAuliffe stated 

he “never wants another coal plant built.”• 

Meanwhile the poor folks in Tunica, Miss., are still waiting for his promise of a new car plant. 

Charles Battig 

Charlottesville. 
 


